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What do we mean by academic language?

Academic Language: the language needed
to be successful in school
– Academic Discourse
– Academic Vocabulary

Academic Language and School Success
• Evidence that both academic and workplace success are
Eghtly linked to more sophisEcated literacy skills (Moje, 2007;
Friedman, 2005; Alexander & JeCon, 2002; Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2004)

Academic Language in the Science
Classroom
• Academic/science discourse
• Academic/science vocabulary

• IntegraEng literacy into content areas is key for promoEng
both literacy skills and content learning (Greenleaf & Hinchman, 2009;

Carnegie Council on Advancing Adolescent Literacy [CCAAL], 2010; Guthrie, Anderson, Alao, and Rinehart,
1999)

• Academic language has a unique role in each discipline,
allowing students to beIer understand the discipline itself; its
development needs to be supported and taught in school
(CCAAL, 2010; Lee, 2004; Shanahan and Shanahan, 2009)
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Structure of Session
• Introduce our approach to science and literacy
integraEon
• Illustrate how this approach supports:
– learning academic discourse paIerns (in science)
– learning academic vocabulary

The Seeds/Roots
Approach
Common
Approaches to Teaching
Science
Inquiry‐Only Approaches

Do It

Text‐Only Approaches

Talk It
Hands‐On Experiences
Discussions

Read It

Write It

Reading
WriEng

• View examples of student work

Guiding Principle: Engage students through
mul:ple learning modali:es

How does teaching through mulEple modaliEes
support academic language development?

How does teaching through mulEple modaliEes
support academic language development?

• ScienEﬁc discourse
• Academic vocabulary

• ScienEﬁc discourse
• Academic vocabulary

Shoreline Science

Shoreline Science

8 week unit for grades 2‐3

8 week unit for grades 2‐3

Students learn about shoreline
ecosystems, earth materials and their
properEes, erosion, and human impact
on the environment

Students learn about shoreline
ecosystems, earth materials and their
properEes, erosion, and human impact
on the environment

How does teaching through mulEple modaliEes
support academic language development?
• ScienEﬁc discourse

DO
Students observe
sand samples

Do it
Talk it
Read it
Write it
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TALK

DO and WRITE

• Describe the color and shape of your sand
sample to your partner. Are you surprised to
see sand that looks like this?
• What do you think your sand is composed of?
What evidence do you have to support your
ideas?

Students make
observaEons of
one kind of
sand. They
record
observaEons by
compleEng a
“Sand Journal”

READ

TALK and READ

•A real scienEst
who observes
sand
•Focus on how
he uses
evidence to
make inferences

Language of
argumentation

WRITE

WRITE

•Expert groups
record
observaEons and
inferences

•Expert groups
record
observaEons and
inferences
•Students write a
scaﬀolded
explanaEon
•Later students
revisit and write a
more independent
explanaEon

Why do you think
that?
I think this
because…
How do you know?
What is your
evidence?

• Students form expert
groups who studied same
kind of sand to focus on
quesEon of “How was this
sand formed?”
• Expert groups compare
Sand Journals and discuss
evidence
• Expert groups revisit Gary’s
Sand Journal to get more
evidence
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How does teaching through mulEple modaliEes
support academic language development?

How does teaching through mulEple modaliEes
support academic language development?

• ScienEﬁc discourse

• ScienEﬁc discourse
• Academic vocabulary

– Give students something to talk about
• First hand experiences
• Text

– Repeated exposure to academic discourse
paIerns (in talk, text and wriEng)
• What is your evidence?

– Many opportuni:es for student‐to‐student talk
– Scaﬀolding in talk and wriEng for scienEﬁc
discourse

Shoreline Science
8 week unit for grades 2‐3
Students learn about shoreline
ecosystems, earth materials and their
properEes, erosion, and human impact
on the environment

How does teaching through mulEple modaliEes
support academic language development?
• Academic vocabulary

What does it mean to know a
word?

EROSION
Do it
Talk it
Read it
Write it

EROSION:
DeﬁniEonal Understanding

Erosion Model

erosion: the process by which the surface of
the Earth is worn away by the acEon of water,
glaciers, winds, waves, etc. (Random House DicXonary, 2010)
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Erosion Model

READ

Student Work During Reading

Concept Map: Sand

What
natural
forces
cause
erosion?

Wave Model of Erosion
What does it mean to know a
word?

EROSION
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ice

scientist

wind

forces
protect

water

erosion
rocks

shoreline

habitat

survive

marine
litter
coral

Shoreline Science: Our original
Core conceptual
andlist…
inquiry words
vocabulary











shoreline
shoreline

model

explanation
seaweed

seaweed

algae
predator

predator
prey  prey

near shore
near shore

beach
wrack
beach kelp
muddy
ocean sandy
pebbly

compare
survive

river

stream
protection



























sand

sand
food

shelter

erosion
plant

investigate
composition

algae
animal
currents 
rock
organism 
mineral

properties
survival 
observable
earth material

structure
erosion

weathering

marine
transport

composition
habitat













observe
record
evidence
predict
compare
explanation
question
scientist
investigate
properties

people
record
inference
evidence
predict
organism
survival
behavior
structure
growth
reproduction
resources
oil
spill
pollution
prevent
reduce
plastics
marine
debris
damage
habitat
scientist

How would you select words to teach?
What criteria would you use?
How many would you select?









lake
ocean
physical factors
interactions
question
survive
escape
protection











formation
movement
investigation
wind
glacier
waves
volcanoes
currents
tides










Traditional positioning of vocabulary in
content-area instruction: a long list of
words to memorize.
Our approach:
•
•

sand
shells

Reconceptualizing Vocabulary
Development in Content Areas

How does teaching through mulEple modaliEes
support academic language development?

•

Thinking instead about words as labels for concepts
Using the content area of science (in our case) as a
rich context for the development of academic
language
Accessing important language and words many
times, through the use of multiple modalities (do it,
talk it, read it, write it)

Teaching Words as Concepts
• High utility in the discipline
• High utility in school science
• Necessary for understanding the topic or
domain
• Provide multiple and meaningful exposures
• Wed language to experience
• Teach as related networks

Development of scientific discourse
and vocabulary
Write two questions you have about meadows/forests.

illustraEons from student work

Pretest Response

Posttest Response

Why are meadows
beautiful?

What kind of shelter is
there in forests?
I wonder how spiders
survive in the winter?
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Accurately using important vocabulary
from a specific content area:

Demonstrating more understanding
(Vocabulary)

What is a habitat?
Pretest Response

Posttest Response

A place where animals
live.

A place where an animal
lives, finds food, gets
moisture, gets protection,
and gets shelter.

Closing Thoughts

Developing scienEﬁc discourse
•

Word and discourse knowledge is essenEal not
just for content area reading, wriEng and
speaking, but for full parEcipaEon in the ideas
and pracEces of a discipline

•

Access to academic discourse is important for
conEnued learning in schools and in the
workforce

Want to learn more?
www.seedsofscience.org
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